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Contract: promise or set of promises the law recognizes by way of enforcement 

Promise: undertaking or commitment to do, or not to do something in the future 

Contract Law: system of rules and policies governing the legal enforcement of promises 

1. When will a broken promise give rise to legal liability 

2. Policy reflects normative objectives we want to attain and the rules are what gets is there 

"Freedom of contract": the right of a person to make a legally binding agreement with one or more 

persons without governmental interference 

--Some deals cannot be enforced because they conflict with policy (RR v. MH)—surrogate agreement) 

Contract law is most concerned with private bargaining of exchange of goods that are transferred 

between two people   

1. Legal system looks for an exchange to have occurred to enforce a deal  

2. A free-market economy depends on the predictable enforcement of private exchange transactions  

Most contract law in the country is common law (judge made) 

1. Restatements aim to lay out the law as it currently is (NOT LAW) 

o First one = more traditional contracts approach 

o Second = more modern understanding, much less rule bound  

o Encourages courts to take on more of a flexible approach and look at the circumstances to 

promote equity and fairness  

UCC 

1. Model statute available for the states to adopt 

2. Article 2 governs the sale of contracts for the sale of goods; movable tangible things 

3. APPLIES TO EVERY CONTRACT FOR THE SALE OF GOODS—except in LA 

Determining Mutual Assent 

Objective theory—outward manifestation not internal  

  1. What would a reasonable person in the position of each party believe 

2. What did the individual actually believe based on conduct and words 

Lucy v. Zehmer :If a party to the contract has a reasonable belief that the other party has the requisite 

intent to enter into the agreement when he does not, the contract is still enforceable   

Kolodziej v. Mason An enforceable contract requires mutual consent by both parties to consent to play out 

an act or forbearance with a full comprehension of the terms of the agreement—attorney talking on tv 

about case  

*reasonable person in the promisee’s position must believe the other party intended to be bound AND the 

promise must have actually believed it  

*it is not necessary that each party expressly state their intent, the intent that promises have legal 

consequences is presumed (UNLESS purely social, like inviting someone to a game and change mind) 

Offer 

Offer: promise by one party to another to do or not to do something  

Offeree: once an offer is made, they have power of acceptance, ability to make binding agreement with 

their decision 

An offer must (either directly or indirectly) 

a. Be communicated 

b. Indicate a desire to enter into contract 

c. Be directed at some person/persons  

d. Invite acceptance 

e. Create reasonable understanding that upon acceptance a contract will arise 
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Price Quotes/ Ads: Restatement 2 of Contracts § 26 

1. Generally not an offer—merchants need freedom to deliver information 

2. "Invitation to offer"-- marketing allows further communication/assent 

3. Reserves final right of assent to promisor 

Lonergan v. Scolnick: invitation of a contract does not create an enforceable contract (selling   

 land and gave price quotes) 

Interstate Industries, Inc v. Barclay Industries, Inc—price quote for fiberglass=not contract 

According to Section 2-204 UCC ---we talked about this a lot  

(1) A contract for sale of goods may be made in any manner sufficient to show  

 agreement, including conduct by both parties which recognizes the existence of such a 

 contract. 

(2) An agreement sufficient to constitute a contract for sale may be found even though  the 

moment of its making is undetermined 

To form a contract then, it is necessary to show agreement or a meeting of the minds.  

Restatement 1 of Contracts § 20 (1932), in part provides: 

1. A manifestation of mutual assent by the parties to an informal contract is essential to its formation 

and the acts by which such assent is manifested must be done with the intent to do those acts 

Cash rewards: usually a deal, only one person can return it so there is no risk of limited supply 

 

Termination of an Offer 

Rejection: expressed or implied 

Offer cannot be revived unless offeror chooses to  

Counteroffer= implied rejection 

Rejection is absolute  

Revocation: offer withdrawn prior to acceptance 

1. Offeror is king= has control until acceptance 

2. "Indirect revocation": offeree learns from third party offeror is no longer interested 

• You know offer was revoked (second prong to objective theory) 

• No consideration given therefore open offer 

• If not told by reliable third party source, the offer is still enforceable  

Lapse: specified time runs out  

• Offer will expire at given time Or, will expire in a reasonable time  

• Market can determine—fluctuation of oil=accept immediately 

• Face to face offer expires when not face to face  

Death/incapacity of offeror/ee 

• Power of acceptance immediately terminates (NOT consistent with objective theory) 

• Rule of automatic termination: does not apply after acceptance has occured  

• Estate will owe 

• If offeree dies the deal is dead, the estate can't try to accept  

• Performance based contracts = not a breach 

• Implacability defense is what estate will use  

Equal dignities: communication must be made comparable  

• If you make an offer public, revoke it publicly  

Grumbling acceptance: insulting them, then accepting offer  
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Preservation of the Offer  

Traditional Approach 

• Hold offer open for X amount of time to give offeree time to get financing  

• MUST provide consideration to guard against revocation  

• Option contract: irrevocable contract: consideration is given in return for leaving the offer open 

for x amount of time w/ offeree in complete control for those x amount of days 

• Carries on after death till it was to expire 

• Offeree CAN REJECT but un-reject and change mind till time is up  

Statutory Options 

UCC § 2-205. Firm Offers.--applies to merchants in their particular field must be in writing  

• 1) and offer made by a person in the business of selling goods of that kind (merchant) 2) in 

writing 3) that provide that it will be open, may not be revoked, for a period not to extend 3 

months 

Reliance as a Basis to Create an Option 

Restatement 2 § 87(2) 

• An offer that foreseeably indices detrimental relance of substantial character by the offeree may 

be binding DESPITE the absence of  

1. A promise of irrevocability  

2. Consideration in support of that promise  

Equitable estoppel defense: one person says something is true when it is not and someone relies on that 

lie freeway shopping center rent example  

 

In Sum 

• All offers standing alone are revokable 

• Even offers that are stated to be irrevocable are revokable unless, 

▪ The promise not to revoke is supported by consideration 

▪ The promise is made enforceable by statute (ie firm offer) 

▪ The promise induces substantial reliance  

*when a meant to be binding contract is not supported by consideration, it becomes a revokable offer, it 

does not lapse till it is revoked* 

Acceptance 

• Manifestation of assent, objectively determined to be bound by the terms of the offer  

• Terminates offeror's right to revoke  

Rules for acceptance 

1. Intent to accept  

o Offeree can’t manifest assent to an offer they aren’t aware of (reward after returning) 

o Mid act awareness = usually works so long as you complete  

2. Who may accept  

o Offeree is the only one w power of acceptance, not anyone else  

o Freedom FROM contract  

3. Manner of acceptance: must be in the form authorized by the offeror  

o Traditional Approach 

▪ Must be accepted the exact way offeror states otherwise, no acceptance/contract 

• 2nd Restatement §§ 30(2) & 32 
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o Unless otherwise indicated, an offer will be treated as an inviting acceptance in 

any manner reasonable in the circumstance  

o INCLUDING return promise/performance of what the offeror requested 

• UCC § 2-206- 

o Specified manner of acceptance= mere convenience unless offeror clearly 

indicates explicit manner of acceptance   

Communication and Effectiveness of Acceptance  

General rules---uni and bi not in UCC or Restatements 

• Traditional: everything must be unilateral or bilateral –how k is executory 

o Unilateral: offerees full performance gives rise to binding k 

   Bilateral: promise made in exchange for another promise 

• Contemporary view: regardless of how offer is framed, may be accepted by any reasonable 

manner of assent (unless specified) 

• Acceptance of an offer by return promise = not effective unless communicated to the offeror 

• HOWEVER, for full performance based no notification is necessary  

• Completion of the act alone is enough to bind the offeror w/o notice---substantial reliance  

Mailbox Rule—applies to bilateral contracts (Adams v. Lindsell) 

DOES NOT APPLY TO OPTION CONTRACTS Restatement 2 § 63 

• Applies only to acceptance 

• Doesn't apply to email/text (near instantaneous communication)—treated as face to face  

• If offer sent by mail implies offeree can accept via mail  

RULE: Unless the mailed offer prescribes to the contrary, acceptance sent by any reasonable means 

including return post is EFFECTIVE ON DISPATCH (not receipt)  

• NOT consistent w objective theory, just like death termination 

Can accept offer via mail, once accepted it is binding even if offeror dies before receiving it  

• Misaddressing= benefit of mailbox rules is gone, if offer is revoked then that’s that  

• Implies authority: cannot mail acceptance if someone texted you the offer  

If you send rejection then acceptance 

▪ If rejection gets there first= no contract 

▪ If acceptance cones first = binding contract 

Restatement 2 § 40: Rejection or counter-offer by mail or telegram does not terminate the power of 

acceptance until received by the offeror, but limits the power so that a letter or telegram of acceptance 

started after the sending of an otherwise effective rejection or counter-offer is only a counter-offer unless 

the acceptance is received by the offeror before he receives the rejection or counter-offer. 

Restatement Second---acceptances 

§ 63 Unless the offer provides otherwise, 

(a) an acceptance made in a manner and by a medium invited by an offer is operative and completes 

the manifestation of mutual assent as soon as put out of the offeree's possession, without regard to 

whether it ever reaches the offeror; but 

(b) an acceptance under an option contract is not operative until received by the offeror. 

§ 64: acceptance by telephone or other two-way methods of communication are to be treated the same as 

face-to-face in person acceptances 

 

Second restatement also continues the traditional rule that an acceptance by performance = effective, 

without need to notify the offeror--immediately 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Rejection
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Rejection
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Assent
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Option+Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
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§ 54(2): If an offeree who accepts by rendering a performance has reason to know that the offeror has no 

adequate means of learning of the performance with reasonable promptness and certainty, the contractual 

duty of the offeror is discharged unless 

a) the offeree exercises reasonable diligence to notify the offeror of acceptance, or 

b) the offeror learns of the performance within a reasonable time, or 

c) the offer indicates that notification of acceptance is not required. 

Restatement Second § 62: Partial performance= promissory acceptance so long as that possibility is not 

made impossible from the expressed terms (Impossible= if contract requires full performance to constitute 

acceptance) 

Restatement (Second) § 45 creates an implied option contract once an offeree has begun performing and 

gives her a reasonable time to complete performance. In other circumstances, however, parties may prefer 

to create an express option contract. 

• Commencement of performance creates an option for completion of performance in a reasonable 

time  

o This protects reliance so offeror can't revoke right before work is completed  

Imperfect Acceptances (and counter offers) 

Traditional Approach: to be effective an acceptance had to be an unconditional expression of assent to the 

terms of the offer w/o variation 

• Rationale: common law mirror image rule (MIR) unconditional expression of assent 

o Offeror should not be bound to any terms other than those expressed in the deal 

o Parallels classic contract law “manner of acceptance” 

UCC 

“Battle of the Forms” §§ 2-207---changes application of MIR---fading to the background 

• Step 1: Gateway: a definite and seasonable expression of assent to an offer shall constitute an 

acceptance (not a counteroffer) even though it contains additional/different terms (§2-207(1)) 

• Step 2: Conditional v. Unconditional: if the offeree makes explicit that her assent is expressly 

made contingent on offerors further assent to the additional terms included (won’t get through 

gateway) --need to make very clear unwillingness (offeree) to go forward w/o affirmative 

agreement to additional terms 

• NOT IMPERFECT= expressly conditional= counteroffer  

• Step 3: Additional Terms:(§2-207(2)): additional terms are treated as proposals, only become 

part of the contract when offeror assents 

▪ Exception!! When in contract w/ 2 merchants then those terms are part of contract UNLESS 

1. Offer expressly limits acceptance to the terms of the offer (no new terms) 2-207(2)(a) 

2. Additional terms alter offer (materially)---2-207(2)(b) 

3. Offeror objects to them in reasonable time  2-207(2)(c) 

• Agreement by Conduct (§2-207(3): if contract was not formed under (1) or (2) but the conduct of 

the parties is as if there was one, then the contract that is enforced is whatever was agreed in 

writing and other terms in Article II 

• Different Terms: the court’s approach to different terms  

1. Treat different terms like additional terms and run them through §2-207(2) 

2. “Fall-out”: conflicting terms in offerees acceptance fall out  

3. Conflicting terms knock each other out (Majority approach)  

• Delayed Terms 

• Confirmations: determine §2-207 if written additional terms apply to an oral agreement  

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Certainty
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
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Imperfect Acceptance=contract  

• Does not diverge in any significant way from the offer (materially changing: price/amt/etc) 

• NOT contract when the offeree makes it affirmative and explicit that there was no contract and 

acceptance is dependent on additional terms on assent of offeror  

 
 

Acceptance by Silence (or Inaction) 

Generally, silence cannot constitute an acceptance because it is ambiguous so offeror is not reasonable in 

inferring much of anything  

• Exception: implied acceptance= the silence is coupled with conduct that makes the inference of 

assent reasonable (performance/prior dealings)  

Restatement (second) of Contracts § 69: Where an offeree fails to reply to an offer, his silence and 

inaction operate as an acceptance in the following cases only: 

1. Where an offeree takes the benefit of offered services with reasonable opportunity to reject them 

and reason to know that they were offered with the expectation of compensation. 

a) Where the offeror has stated or given the offeree reason to understand that assent may be 

manifested by silence or inaction, and the offeree in remaining silent and inactive intends to 

accept the offer. 

b) Where because of previous dealings or otherwise, it is reasonable that the offeree should notify 

the offeror if he does not intend to accept. 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Assent
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
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2. An offeree who does any act inconsistent with the offeror's ownership of offered property is bound 

in accordance with the offered terms unless they are manifestly unreasonable. But if the act is 

wrongful as against the offeror it is an acceptance only if ratified by him. 

Electronic Acceptances 

Clickwrap: requires customers to click “I agree” on webpage to accept the perms and agreements for 

assent ---usually enforced  

Browsewrap: by using website user is agreeing to be bound by the terms and conditions  

Scrollwrap: user scrolls through the terms and conditions to assent --- usually enforced  

Sign-in-Wrap: users do not have to click box to agree, website just notifies about the existence of terms  

 

Doctrine of Mutual Misunderstanding Restatement (second) of Contracts § 20: (NOT binding K) 

Applies when the parties agree to use the same term, but each attaches a different material meaning to 

that term 

• Peerless: same name but different ships—Raffles v. Wichelhaus 

***** If a party knows the other party means something else but does not clarify in hopes they can make 

a claim for what they wanted, then the doctrine of mutual misunderstanding is inapplicable, and that 

person would be stuck with a binding****** 

 

Indefinite Terms Verney v. Ditmars--- “fair share of profits”(no K) 

Governing standard= generally expressed along the lines that either..... 

a. The terms of the contract are so indefinite that it would be difficult or impossible for the court to 

detect breach OR, 

b. Even if a breach could be detected, it would be difficult or impossible for the court to fashion a 

remedy, then the contract is “too indefinite” to enforce  

***some vagueness is okay but “way vague” is too much *** Plaintiff needs to prove/provide evidence to 

show what term means to help 

 

Consideration 

Traditional: conferring the benefit to the promisor, or detriment to the promisee 

Contemporary: something given in exchange for the promise that is bargained for  

Restatement (second) of Contracts § 71: 

1. To constitute consideration, a performance or a return promise must be bargained for. 

2. A performance or return promise is bargained for if it is sought by the promisor in exchange for 

his promise and is given by the promisee in exchange for that promise. 

3. The performance may consist of 

a) an act other than a promise, or 

b) a forbearance, or---Hamer v. Sidway uncle (estate) promising 5,000 to stay clean= 

consideration bc nephew didn’t exercise right to drink 

c) the creation, modification, or destruction of a legal relation. 

4. The performance or return promise may be given to the promisor or to some other person. It may 

be given by the promisee or by some other person. 

Restatement (second) of Contracts § 74(1):  

1) Forbearance to assert or the surrender of a claim or defense which proves to be invalid (Forester v. 

Scott child support) is not consideration unless 

A) the claim or defense is in fact doubtful because of uncertainty as to the facts or the law, or 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Offer
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Acceptance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Exchange
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promisee
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promisee
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
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B) the forbearing or surrendering party believes that the claim or defense may be fairly 

determined to be valid. 

• ‘something’= legal = act, promise to do/no do something in future (forbearance)  

Why is the process of bargaining central to the enforcement of promises? Why only economic 

expectations arising out of bargain transactions? 

a. Private exchange transactions that facilitate the allocation of resources in the market.  

b. Doctrine of consideration is more than a seal; it distinguishes transactions deemed important in     

law. 

Illusory Promise: between two parties with one party promising a consideration that is so insubstantial no 

obligations are imposed. Such an insubstantial promise results in the contract being unenforceable. This is 

due to its lack of mutuality and indefiniteness where only one party is bound to perform. 

Restatement (second) of Contracts § 77: Illusory and Alternative Promises 

A promise or apparent promise is not consideration if by its terms the promisor or purported promisor 

reserves a choice of alternative performances unless 

b. each of the alternative performances would have been consideration if it alone had been 

bargained for; or 

c. one of the alternative performances would have been consideration and there is or appears to the 

parties to be a substantial possibility that before the promisor exercises his choice events may 

eliminate the alternatives which would not have been consideration. 

Mutuality of obligation: when each party is bound by a promise to the other –need committal not 

“if I feel like it” 

• This response is illusory because you don’t have to perform, in cases of this no promise is 

enforceable  

• If it is impossible for a condition to occur then it is illusory too because promise cannot be executed 

 

Past Consideration= not good consideration 

• No contemporaneous exchange so there is not really any consideration at all  

• Service does not induce a promise in past consideration aka ill give you money because you 

voluntarily cleaned my car  

 

Adequacy of Consideration  

Courts do not look into the adequacy of consideration, just to its existence  

WILL LOOK AT NOMINAL CONSIDERATION 

 

The Doctrine of Nominal Consideration SHAM TRANSACTIONS 

Lack of consideration defense: consideration must be bargained for aka--Gift promise/sham= not 

consideration 

• Enforcement of promise will fail for lack of consideration  

• Consideration can come from a third party, it just must be bargained for  

• Relinquishing a valid claim (detriment) (ability to sue) = consideration (not under traditional tho) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Alternative+Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Alternative+Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Alternative+Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Alternative+Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
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Modification of Pre-Existing Duty Role  

UCC 2-209(1) :An agreement modifying a contract within this Article needs no consideration to be 

binding.---so long as it is in good faith 

Pre-Existing Duty Rule: a one-sided modification is often a signal that it is the byproduct of coercion/bad 

faith = no new consideration = not enforceable Alaska Packers Ass’n v. Domenico 

• Restatement (second) of Contracts § 73: Performance of a legal duty owed to a promisor which is 

neither doubtful nor the subject of honest dispute is not consideration; but a similar performance 

is consideration if it differs from what was required by the duty in a way which reflects more than 

a pretense of bargain. 

Pre-Existing Duty Rule modification-if modification of k was made in light of unforeseen circumstances 

and was fair and equitable it should be enforced even without new consideration- Angel v. Murray the 

trash case (Conduct sought to be regulated by pre-existing duty rule (unfair conduct) was not present, it 

was voluntary) 

 Restatement (second) of Contracts § 89D(a): Modification of Executory Contract 

A promise modifying a duty under a contract not fully performed on either side is binding 

a. if the modification is fair and equitable in view of circumstances not anticipated by the parties 

when the contract was made; or 

a) Only enforces contract if the parties voluntarily agree and if..... 

A. The promise modifying the original contract was made before the contract was fully performed on 

either side  

B.  the underlining circumstances which prompted the modification were unanticipated by the parties 

C.  the modification if fair and equitable 

 

Consideration Substitutes (possible defenses to recovery) 

1.Doctrine of Unjust Enrichment: NOT alternative to consideration, but rather an alternative to mutual 

assent (alternative to promissory enforcement) 

• Exists in-between tort (not really fault based) and contract law(not really promise based) 

• Cause of action is unjust enrichment (Quasi-Contract) 

• Remedy is restitution  

• When a person unjustly gains a benefit by the detriment of another 

• Example is if you asked neighbor if they’d split fence price w you and it’ll benefit both properties 

and they don’t say anything but watch you build the fence and then say “I never agreed to pay 

you” this is when the fence builder can recover under unjust enrichment 

2.Material benefit rule: (Promise plus prior benefit incurred) 

exception to past consideration 

details the circumstances under which the defendant’s moral obligation created by the promise will be 

sufficient to support enforcement of the promise Webb v. McGowin 

• The basis for enforcement is not bargained, it is that the promise was induced by a material 

benefit  

• The subsequent promise ratified the act (had time allowed, the bargain would have been struck as 

an exchange) therefore there is a presumption that services were rendered on request  

3 exceptions to past consideration not being good consideration 

1. Debt barred by statute of limitations 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#agreement_2-106
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Consideration
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
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2. Debt discharged in bankruptcy  

3. A promise to perform a previous voidable obligation 

Implied-in-fact-promise/quasi contract: contract based on conduct, no real promise of voluntary consent, 

rather a duty imposed by the law to pay for the value of a benefit conferred on the defendant by the 

plaintiff to avoid inequity----this is from the result of unjust enrichment the implied k made when 

Defendant benefited at the expense of the plaintiff, getting paid for saving someone's kid and that person 

doesn’t wanna pay you back bc they say there's no contract  

• Must show the other party was given the chance to repay you and didn’t 

Restatement (second) of Contracts § 86. Promise for Benefit Received 

1. A promise made in recognition of a benefit previously received by the promisor from the 

promisee is binding to the extent necessary to prevent injustice. 

2. A promise is not binding under Subsection (1) 

a)  if the promisee conferred the benefit as a gift or for other reasons the promisor has not been 

unjustly enriched; or 

b) to the extent that its value is disproportionate to the benefit. 

There is a difference between gratuitous and a gift, gift has a donative intent (no enforceable under 

86) 

 

3.Promissory Estoppel= Promise + un-bargained for reliance (promise foreseeability induces reliance on 

promisee may be enforced in the absence of consideration) SUB FOR CONSIDERATION number 3 

Equitable estoppel: defense that exists to bar a person who misstates certain facts from later asserting the 

truth of the matter earlier misrepresented against the party that relied on detriment on the first statement. 

false representation—shield shopping mall example  

Promissory estoppel: this one only requires a promise concerning future intention –more tort like 

• Foreseeable reliance  

• Don’t need consideration  

• Forms the basis for a claim rather than a defense---sward  

• Basis of promise enforcement—not bargained for, holding promisor liable because it is unjust 

allow them to walk away after foreseeing harm to Promisee  

o Therefore, promise should be able to recover  

ELEMENTS REQUIRED TO RECOVER---must show all to get relief 

1. A promise 

2.Justifiable and detrimental reliance on such promise by the promisee 

3. the promisor should have expected the promisee to change her position by taking some detrimental 

action/forbearing from acting 

4. that enforcement is necessary to prevent injustice 

Example: sub kers should reasonable expect general kers to use their bid in their submission to total bid 

and general would rely on that bid –therefore general can recover from cost difference between bid amts  

 

ON EXAM ARGUE FORSEEN RELIANCE was not a part ON PART OF PROMISOR AND IF NON-

ENFORCEMENT IS UNJUST---ARGUE BOTH WAYS  

 

Expectation/benefit of the bargain: the amount necessary to put the Promisee in as good of a position as 

performance would have 

• contract house for 100k and owner doesn’t pay, contractor should get 100k 
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• Loss of wages  

Reliance: amount necessary to put the Promisee back in the position she would have been had the promise 

not been made 

• for example above, contractor spend 90k to build house so damages would be 90k not 100  

The bargain theory of contracts is still more favorable and successful than promissory estoppel  

 

When court will not enforce agreements—even with consideration  

1.Statute of frauds—affirmative defense 

AGREEMENTS THAT MUST BE IN WIRITNG  

If plaintiff defeats the statute of frauds, that does not mean they win the case, rather the agreement is 

enforceable so can go to trial --- usually statute of frauds is done as a motion  

-------WHAT AGREEMENTS FALL UNDER THIS?--------- 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 110  

1. marriage consideration (prenup)  

2. agreements that cannot be fulfilled within 1 year  

3. sale of land –interests such as easements transferred  

4. executor of estate  

5. sale of goods over $500 

6. the suretyship provision 

Statute of Frauds provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code: quality must be in writing 

a. a contract for the sale of goods for the price of $ 500 or more ([UCC § 1-201]); 

b. a contract for the sale of securities ([UCC § 8-319]); 

c. a contract for the sale of personal property not otherwise covered, to the extent of enforcement by 

way of action or defense beyond $ 5,000 in amount or value of remedy ([UCC § 1-206]). 

d. In addition the Uniform Commercial Code requires a writing signed by the debtor for an agreement 

which creates or provides for a security interest in personal property or fixtures not in the possession 

of the secured party. 

e. Statutes in most states provide that no acknowledgment or promise is sufficient evidence of a new or 

continuing contract to take a case out of the operation of a statute of limitations unless made in some 

writing signed by the party to be charged, but that the statute does not alter the effect of any payment 

of principal or interest. 

f. In many states other classes of contracts are subject to a requirement of a writing. 

 

Signing does not mean actual signature, typing name is sufficient (intent to authenticate) Radke v. Brenon 

• There must be written evidence, not necessarily in writing but general terms and conditions 

• Typing a signature is sufficient, defendant does not need to admit to them trying it  

• Email: yes, voicemail, yes 

• Defendant’s admission was signaling to the court that the statute of frauds is not present in this 

case  

McIntosh v. Murphy 

1. The Stature still serves an evidentiary function  

WHEN IS AGREEMENT ENFORCEABLE WITHOUT WRITING? 

• Partial performance  

• Reliance  

• based on section 139, reliance can be used as a substitute for written note/memo   

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Suretyship+Provision
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Fraud
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Goods
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/8/8-319
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Cover
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Remedy
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-206
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
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ANYTHING THAT MUST TAKE MORE THAN ONE YEAR WILL WORK  

 

2.Fraudulent and Material Misrepresentation = defense of fraud 

deceit is the tort action based on fraud, fraud is contracts 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 164: When a Misrepresentation Makes a Contract Voidable 

1. If a party's manifestation of assent is induced by either a fraudulent or a material 

misrepresentation by the other party upon which the recipient is justified in relying, the contract is 

voidable by the recipient. 

2. If a party's manifestation of assent is induced by either a fraudulent or a material 

misrepresentation by one who is not a party to the transaction upon which the recipient is justified 

in relying, the contract is voidable by the recipient, unless the other party to the transaction in 

good faith and without reason to know of the misrepresentation either gives value or relies 

materially on the transaction. 

Innocent misrepresentation = grounds for misrepresentation if it made a material difference 

• If it does not make a material difference, then it is not grounds for voiding contract  

• All material representations are actionable (fraudulent or innocent) 

• All material misrepresentation are actionable (fraudulent or innocent) 

• Innocent non-misrepresentation is not actionable 

If buyer was not/should not have been induced by the misrepresentation, this defense will not work 

Restatement of Contracts § 476: 

“Where a party is induced to enter into a transaction with another party that he was under no duty 

to enter into a transaction with another party that he was under no duty to enter into by means of 

the latter’s fraud or material misrepresentation, transaction is voidable as against the latter” 

• If seller had said “i don’t think so” rather than “no” to termites = should not have induced 

misrepresentation 

3.Non-disclosure/concealment 

Deliberate concealment is always actionable  

failure to reveal information to another party that does not know that information, does not make it a 

voidable claim under the law.....Swinton--termite case from Bank 

• No duty to speak in an arm's length transaction – even if its material  

• No duty to disclose unless there is a fiduciary relationship   

Contemporary Approach: Restatement Second of Contracts § 161:  

A person's non-disclosure of a fact known to him is equivalent to an assertion that the fact does not exist 

in the following cases only: 

1. where he knows that disclosure of the fact is necessary to prevent some previous assertion from 

being a misrepresentation or from being fraudulent or material. 

2. where he knows that disclosure of the fact would correct a mistake of the other party as to a basic 

assumption on which that party is making the contract and if non-disclosure of the fact amounts 

to a failure to act in good faith and in accordance with reasonable standards of fair dealing.---this 

is the expectation of all dealings 

 

Sometimes there is a duty to disclose/inform of non-observable/latent defects of a significant nature 

(cockroaches)  Weintraub v. Krobatsch 

• If it can be shown that the seller KNEW there were cockroaches (who don’t come out in the light) 

then they had a duty to disclose 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Misrepresentation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Assent
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Fraud
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Misrepresentation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Assent
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Fraud
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Misrepresentation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/relies
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Misrepresentation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Fraud
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
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• The seller could have deliberately concealed the knowledge therefore this one can be 

distinguished from Swinton 

 

4.Doctrine of Illegality and Public Policy---defenses 

Generally courts will not enforce an illegal contract/ where it violates public policy  

• In the case of an illegal contract, courts will leave the parties where they found them—if money 

was already paid to kill someone, they cant get that money back 

Principles of Illegality  

1. Refusal to enforce agreement will deter the making of such contracts (not entering into a hit 

contract bc you know its not enforceable) 

2. The dignity of the court not be sullied by involvement with such cases   

Restatement Second of Contracts § 178 When a Term Is Unenforceable on Grounds of Public Policy 

1. A promise or other term of an agreement is unenforceable on grounds of public policy if 

legislation provides that it is unenforceable or the interest in its enforcement is clearly outweighed 

in the circumstances by a public policy against the enforcement of such terms. 

2. In weighing the interest in the enforcement of a term, account is taken of 

a. the parties' justified expectations, 

b. any forfeiture that would result if enforcement were denied, and 

c. any special public interest in the enforcement of the particular term. 

3. In weighing a public policy against enforcement of a term, account is taken of 

a. the strength of that policy as manifested by legislation or judicial decisions, 

b. the likelihood that a refusal to enforce the term will further that policy, 

c. the seriousness of any misconduct involved and the extent to which it was deliberate, and 

d. the directness of the connection between that misconduct and the term. 

If a bargain is illegal on the part of one party, the other party may be able to enforce  

Blue penciling: court modifying the agreement that is determined to be overly broad, and they modify it 

to be reasonable and enforce it  

Non-competition agreement: will only be enforced if based on the totality of the circumstances, it is 

reasonable  

 

5.Unconscionability Defense 

--courts can find entire contract to be unenforceable, or just a single term and enforce the rest 

--both the restatement and the UCC state unconscionability is to be tested at the time of the agreement 

--whether the terms are oppressive depends on the fairness at the time the agreement was made 

Procedural unconscionability: problems with the agreement process 

Substantive unconscionability: problems with the terms of the contract 

 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 208 If a contract or term thereof is unconscionable at the time the 

contract is made a court may refuse to enforce the contract, or may enforce the remainder of the contract 

without the unconscionable term, or may so limit the application of any unconscionable term as to avoid 

any unconscionable result. 

§ 2-302. Unconscionable contract or Clause. 

(1) If the court as a matter of law finds the contractor any clause of the contract to have been 

unconscionable at the time it was made the court may refuse to enforce the contract, or it may enforce the 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Public+Policy
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Promise
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Public+Policy
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Public+Policy
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Unconscionable
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#contract_2-106
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remainder of the contract without the unconscionable clause, or it may so limit the application of any 

unconscionable clause as to avoid any unconscionable result. 

(2) When it is claimed or appears to the court that the contractor any clause thereof may be 

unconscionable the parties shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence as to its 

commercial setting, purpose and effect to aid the court in making the determination. 

 

6.Mistake of Existing Facts wanting to rescind the agreement 

Mutual mistake  

Old/little in present: If there is a mutual mistake of material fact, then the agreement is voidable by the 

adversely affected party 

Majority (restatement)= no relief will be granted if the party seeking relief bears the risk, aka will deny 

even if there was a mutual mistake because someone bears the risk 

 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 152---When Mistake of Both Parties Makes a Contract Voidable 

1. Where a mistake of both parties at the time a contract was made as to a basic assumption on 

which the contract was made has a material effect on the agreed exchange of performances, the 

contract is voidable by the adversely affected party unless he bears the risk of the mistake under 

the rule stated in [R2C § 154]. 

2. In determining whether the mistake has a material effect on the agreed exchange of performances, 

account is taken of any relief by way of reformation, restitution, or otherwise. 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 154 When a Party Bears the Risk of a Mistake 

A party bears the risk of a mistake when 

a. the risk is allocated to him by agreement of the parties, or 

b. he is aware, at the time the contract is made, that he has only limited knowledge with respect to 

the facts to which the mistake relates but treats his limited knowledge as sufficient, or 

c. the risk is allocated to him by the court on the ground that it is reasonable in the circumstances to 

do so. 

aka most people are going to bear the risk of their mistake 

Unilateral Mistake strongest case is math error (contracting 100k house but miss a 0 and put 10k) 

Must rescind before reliance on behalf of other party occurs  

 

 

 

Doctrine of reformation: reform the written agreement w the actual understand of the parties  

The court can construe the agreement when ambiguity is present 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trade Usage 

• courts can insert terms typical for some standard transactions (gap fillers) 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#contract_2-106
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Exchange
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/R2C+%C2%A7+154
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Exchange
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Restitution
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Mistake
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• “any practice or method of dealing having such regularity of observance in in place/vocation (jobs) 

or trade (building house/plumbing)” 

• APPLIES REGUARDLESS OF WHETHER BOTH PARTIES ARE METCHANTS/IF THEY 

DON’T EVEN KNOW OF THE TRADE USAGE TERMS 

Course of dealings; several ks --- cant have a course of dealing for the sale of one item, court can refer to 

these ks to fill in gaps/interpret intent of parties 

Course of performance; single k  

1-303e provides a hierarchy when course of dealings/usage of trade is not consistent. -- something 

missing 

Trade usage agreements and UCC  

§ 1-303. Course of Performance, Course of Dealing, and Usage of Trade.---watch vid on this  

(a) A "course of performance" is a sequence of conduct between the parties to a particular transaction that 

exists if: (1) the agreement of the parties with respect to the transaction involves repeated occasions for 

performance by a party; and (2) the other party, with knowledge of the nature of the performance and 

opportunity for objection to it, accepts the performance or acquiesces in it without objection. 

(b) A "course of dealing" is a sequence of conduct concerning previous transactions between the parties to 

a particular transaction that is fairly to be regarded as establishing a common basis of understanding for 

interpreting their expressions and other conduct. 

(c) A "usage of trade" is any practice or method of dealing having such regularity of observance in a 

place, vocation, or trade as to justify an expectation that it will be observed with respect to the transaction 

in question. The existence and scope of such a usage must be proved as facts. If it is established that such 

a usage is embodied in a trade code or similar record, the interpretation of the record is a question of law. 

(d) A course of performance or course of dealing between the parties or usage of trade in the vocation or 

trade in which they are engaged or of which they are or should be aware is relevant in ascertaining the 

meaning of the parties' agreement, may give particular meaning to specific terms of the agreement, and 

may supplement or qualify the terms of the agreement. A usage of trade applicable in the place in which 

part of the performance under the agreement is to occur may be so utilized as to that part of the 

performance. 

(e) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (f), the express terms of an agreement and any applicable 

course of performance, course of dealing, or usage of trade must be construed whenever reasonable as 

consistent with each other. If such a construction is unreasonable: (1) express terms prevail over course of 

performance, course of dealing, and usage of trade; (2) course of performance prevails over course of 

dealing and usage of trade; and (3) course of dealing prevails over usage of trade. 

Restatement (Second) § 221 – Usage Supplementing an Agreement 

Condition for employing usage – each party knows or has reason to know of the usage AND neither party 

has reason to know that the other party intended an inconsistent usage 

3. o employ usage for contracts of similar type 

Restatement (Second) § 222 – Usage of Trade (see also U.C.C. § 1–303(c)) 

(1)  An interpretation is a trade usage if it is observed with such regularity as to justify an expectation 

that it will be observed with respect to a particular agreement 

(2)  Existence and scope of trade usage to be determined as question of fact. If a usage is embodied in a 

written code then interpretation is to be determined by the court as a matter of law 

(3)  Unless otherwise agreed, trade usage is to be used to give meaning to an agreement 

o this clause justified trade usage coming behind course of dealing/performance 

o prior behavior can indicate that parties prefer some other interpretation than general trade usage 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201#Agreement
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201#Party
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201#Record
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201#Agreement
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/1/1-201#Agreement
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Restatement (Second) § 223 – Course of Dealing (see also U.C.C. § 1–303(b)) 

(1) A course of dealing is a sequence of previous conduct between the parties to an agreement which 

fairly establishes a common basis of understanding for interpreting their agreement 

(2) Unless otherwise agreed, course of dealing is to be used to give meaning to an agreement 

 

Parol Evidence ---arose from common law---just allows evidence in case, results in fact question if 

allowed in, does not resolve the case ONLY WORKS FOR AGREEMENTS IN WRITING 

Intended to preserve the integrity of written contracts by barring the parties from introducing evidence 

beyond the terms of the written agreement---not a rule of evidence, rather substantive law 

• When applied, it discharged prior agreements and the new one is applied in place 

• If the parties have expressed their agreement in writing that is intended to be a complete and final 

version....PER = stopped from introducing evidence of prior/at the time of agreement that 

contradicts the written agreement 

• Application is not consistent and is riddled with exceptions, can actually exclude terms the terms 

parties intended to agree to  

Restatement Second of Contracts § 213 Effect of Integrated Agreement on Prior Agreements  

1. A binding integrated agreement discharges prior agreements to the extent that it is inconsistent 

with them. 

2. A binding completely integrated agreement discharges prior agreements to the extent that they are 

within its scope. 

3. An integrated agreement that is not binding or that is voidable and avoided does not discharge a 

prior agreement. But an integrated agreement, even though not binding, may be effective to 

render inoperative a term which would have been part of the agreement if it had not been 

integrated. 

Fully Integrated agreement: complete and final (merger clauses present/integration clauses) 

If the ct finds the agreement was intended to be final and exclusive, that writing completely supersedes 

any evidence of prior or contemporaneous terms  

• A writing found to be a partial integration (final statement w respect to the terms included in the 

writing, but not exhaustive of entire agreement)--may be supplemented by parol evidence so long 

as that evidence does not contradict the terms of the writing and is consistent with the terms  

Ambiguous terms and PER: matters when competing understandings of a term lead to different duties 

Plain meaning rule: cannot introduce anything outside the 4 corners of the document to determine 

ambiguity 

Extrinsic evidence may be admitted even if the writing is completely integrated if it is being used to 

establish a defense (such a mistake)--NOT to show that the terms are wrong, can use prior couse 

of dealings 

OVERVIEW 

Integrated? --has to be in writing, final expression of parties’ agreement, prior terms are discharged and 

evidence which tends to establish those terms is irrelevant and the courts will exclude it  

Completely Integrated?--do all of the terms express the complete deal of the parties?, look for integrated 

or merger clauses 

Exceptions?--is one party alleging fraud/mistake/is a term ambiguous  

§ 2-202. Final written expression; parol or extrinsic evidence. 

Terms with respect to which the confirmatory records of the parties agree or which are otherwise set forth 

in a writing intended by the parties as a final expression of their agreement with respect to such terms as 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Completely+Integrated
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are included therein may not be contradicted by evidence of any prior agreement or of a contemporaneous 

oral agreement but may be explained or supplemented by evidence of.... 

(a) by course of dealing or usage of trade or by course of performance; and 

(b) by evidence of consistent additional terms unless the court finds the writing to have been 

intended also as a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the agreement. 

Merger Clause. This Agreement, including the Exhibits attached hereto and incorporated herein by 

reference, constitutes the sole Agreement of the parties hereto and correctly states the rights, duties, and 

obligations of each party as of this document's date. In the event that any term, condition, provision, 

requirement or specification set forth in this body of the agreement conflicts with or is inconsistent with 

any term, condition, provision, requirement or specification in any exhibit and/or attachment to this 

agreement, the provisions of this body of the agreement shall prevail. Any prior agreement, promises, 

negotiations, or representations between the parties not expressly stated in this document are not binding. 

All subsequent modifications shall be in writing and signed by the parties. 

 
 

Excuses to non-performance!!! 

1.the other guy’s total non-performance  

• Don’t have to pay someone who did not perform aka M said hell pay E to wash car, E didn’t 

show up to wash car so M is not obligated to pay E 

2.other guy is saying he won’t perform 

• Repudiation: unequivocally indicating non-performance 

• Anticipatory repudiation= repudiation before performance is due (not going to pay you to finish 

painting my house) 

• If it is a material breach then it excuses further k performance (painter can stop and not be liable) 

• Requires unequivocal indication of intention to not perform 

§ 2-610. Anticipatory Repudiation.--wait a reasonable time or declare a total breach 

When either party repudiates the contractwith respect to a performance not yet due the loss of which will 

substantially impair the value of the contract to the other, the aggrieved party may 

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/merger-clause
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#contract_2-106
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(a) for a commercially reasonable time await performance by the repudiating party; or 

(b) resort to any remedy for breach (Section 2-703 or Section 2-711), even though he has notified the 

repudiating party that he would await the latter's performance and has urged retraction; and 

(c) in either case suspend his own performance or proceed in accordance with the provisions of this 

Article on the seller's right to identify goods to the contract notwithstanding breach or to salvage 

unfinished goods (Section 2-704). 

 

3.Reasonable grounds for insecurity 

• If words and conduct of buyer/seller gives reasonable grounds for insecurity (2-609 provides 

reasonable grounds for insecurity) 

1. Demand in writing adequate assurance 

2. Suspend performance until adequate assurance 

3. Stop assurance altogether w/o timley assurance 

Therefore,  

1. Were there reasonable grounds for insecurity? 

2. Was the assurance offered adequate? 

3. Was it “commercially reasonable” to suspend performance  

Restatement does NOT require assurance to be in writing AND does NOT have a set time limit to 

receive assurance 

Middle Ground of UCC and Restatement 

§ 2-609. Right to Adequate Assurance of Performance.---30 day 

(1) A contract for sale imposes an obligation on each party that the other's expectation of receiving due 

performance will not be impaired. When reasonable grounds for insecurity arise with respect to the 

performance of either party the other may in writing demand adequate assurance of due performance and 

until he receives such assurance may if commercially reasonable suspend any performance for which he 

has not already received the agreed return. 

(2) Between merchants the reasonableness of grounds for insecurity and the adequacy of any assurance 

offered shall be determined according to commercial standards. 

(3)Acceptance of any improper delivery or payment does not prejudice the aggrieved party's right to 

demand adequate assurance of future performance. 

(4) After receipt of a justified demand failure to provide within a reasonable time not exceeding thirty 

days such assurance of due performance as is adequate under the circumstances of the particular case is a 

repudiation of the contract. 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 251 When a Failure to Give Assurance May Be Treated as a 

Repudiation 

1. Where reasonable grounds arise to believe that the obligor will commit a breach by non-

performance that would of itself give the obligee a claim for damages for total breach under [R2C 

§ 243], the obligee may demand adequate assurance of due performance and may, if reasonable, 

suspend any performance for which he has not already received the agreed exchange until he 

receives such assurance. 

2. The obligee may treat as a repudiation the obligor's failure to provide within a reasonable time 

such assurance of due performance as is adequate in the circumstances of the particular case. 

*gives the party trapped in lingo an option, when non-breaching party will either break contract or be 

stuck with an unperforming party  

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-703.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-711.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-103#Seller_2-103
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-105#Goods_2-105
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#contract_2-106
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-704.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#Contract%20for%20sale_2-106
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-104#Between%20Merchants_2-104
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-103#Receipt_2-103
https://www.law.cornell.edu/ucc/2/2-106#contract_2-106
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Assurance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Repudiation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Total+Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+243
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+243
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Assurance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Exchange
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Assurance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Repudiation
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Assurance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
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4.Others guys improper performance  

1.material breach concept  

• Material breach excuses further performance per common law rule  

• Substantial performance =NOT MATERIAL BREACH  

• K breach= sue for damages 

• Material breach= sue for damages plus suspend performance  

• EXCEPTION divisibility = breach 1 element is not entire breach of k 

2.UCC perfect tender 

• Any breach by a seller will excuse buyer from paying  

5.Non-occurance of an express condition 

 
1. express condition 

• Language or words in a k 

• Language that excuses the contracts other promises rather than creates a new one  

• MAGIC WORDS look for in exam hypos  

• If, if only, provided that, so long as, subject to, in the event that, unless, when, until, on 

condition----------all= express contract question 

2.express condition = satisfied 

• If the express condition has been “satisfied” then there is no excuse of a non-performance  

• Satisfied= complied w strictly  

3.When non-occurrence of condition is waived 

4.express conditions precedent/subsequent 

Precedent: prerequisite to the parties performance obligate  

Subsequent: imposes post contract limitation on duty to perform  

Constructive/Implied conditions 

• NOT express condition 

• NOT language that modifies obligations created by language of promise  

• NOT subject to strict compliance standard  

• Implied from language of promise in the k and are subject to material breach rule  

• House pipe example (substantial performance and same price for using a differently named 

pipe) 

5.impractability excuse on performance  

1.damage/destruction of the subject matter of k 

2.death of a k party 
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3.legal impossibility (law changes to make term illegal) 

4. Force majeure: foreseeability circumstance that prevents someone from fulfilling a k  

Hell or high water: requires performance reguardless of what occurs  

 

 

Contract Remedies  

 
• Law looks at whatever non-beaching party reasonably expected and gives remedy accordingly. 

• Non-breaching party receives the remedy as a benefit of its bargain 

• Typically damages do not depend on breachers intent  

• Specific Performance  

• Rarely courts make breaching party to uphold promise  

• Specific performance= when money damages are inadequate to compensate AND when it is fair 

and reasonable to compel performance (NEED BOTH) 

1. Direct Damages (general)= damages necessary to award the non-breaching party the benefit of 

bargain 

--buy $50 pet for 35 damages are 15 

2. Special/Consequential/Indirect : loss of profits can be significant  

 --buy Armie from M for 35 to resell for 300 to P but M refuses to sell you pay 50 for new one 

damages = 250 + 15 

3. Incidental: costs necessary to correct breach  

 --ex. Cost of obtaining substantial performance  

 

Money Damages 

• Expectation: non breaching party is getting benefit of its bargain---what it costs to buy 

comparable item - contract price 

• Reliance measure  

• Restitution Ary measure of damages  

• The amount of damages are determined without reference to the intent of the breaching party  

o Intentional breaches are generally treated the same as non-intentional 

Common law courts rarely make the breaching party do what they promised 

• Rather, they attempt to measure the loss incurred from the breach in money and award damages 

(can be hard to police completion/too uncertain of terms to enforce) 
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• HOWEVER, courts may order “specific performance” when the remedy at law (damages) is 

inadequate to compensate and when it is fair and reasonable to compel performance  

o Inadequate remedy and equity (need both for ct the enforce performance 

• When a contact involves the sale of a unique item/land, inadequacy is presumed. In cases like this 

cy will order specific performance 

o “negative injunction”: will not require performance but cannot work w anyone else but 

the plaintiff  

Interests --- three below  

Expectation = difference between what you were promised – what you received  

• Injured party Be in as good as position as the performance would have put him  

• K= wash car for 10 but similar wash =25 irl, damages are 15 bucks, if you breach even if not paid 

yet, you owe 15 

o Non breaching gets what they didn’t intend on having to pay (hairy hand case) 

Cost of completion/repair 

o In cases of building contracts, courts take the cost of completion as a substitute measure 

for the difference in value approach 

o No damages if you paid less than expected for a different contractor 

o If you have to pay more than expected, you get that amt 1mil v 1.25 mil = .25 dam 

o Courts limit the cost when the price to complete is disproportionate to the value of the 

completed object (sometimes is breach is intentional more damages will be given) 

 

Reliance = determined by the amount necessary to compensate the promisee for having changed her 

position in detrimental reliance on the promise 

• Put promisee back in the position she would have been had the promise never been made  

• Don’t not take into account the benefit of the deal, usually less generous than an expectation 

Restitution interest= measured by the value of the benefit conferred on the promisor (the breaching 

party) in the course of performance 

• Put the promisor (breacher) back in the position he would have been had the benefit not been 

made  

• Usually the least generous  

Expectation Damages 

(Loss in value + other loss) - (cost avoided + loss avoided) 

LV= difference between what was bargained for and what was received  

• In the case of seller/supplier, LV = unpaid KP 

• In the case of a buyer/recipient, LV 

o Cost to complete, or  

o Cost to repair  

o Cost of substitute performance if no performance at all by S/S 

OL= incidental (expenses) and/or consequential damages (Lps and non-essential reliance expenditures) 

CA= unpaid K price (for payor---buyer/recipient) or cost to complete (for payee----seller/supplier) 

LA= gain made possible (mitigation) 

 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 347: Measure of Damages in GeneralSubject to the limitations stated 

in [R2C § 350, R2C § 351, R2C § 352, & R2C § 353], the injured party has a right to damages based on 

his expectation interest as measured by 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+350
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+351
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+352
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/R2C+%C2%A7+353
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
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a. the loss in the value to him of the other party's performance caused by its failure or deficiency, 

plus 

b. any other loss, including incidental or consequential loss, caused by the breach, less 

c. any cost or other loss that he has avoided by not having to perform. 

Direct/general Damages: damages necessary to award the non-breaching party the benefit of the bargain 

(buying something else for 50 but you planned on getting it for 35, damages are 15) 

Incidental damages: expense occurred that would not have occurred if not for the breach (cost to rent 

another truck), minor  

Indirect/Consequential damages: some limitations on recovery, can be significant (loss of 

profits/incidental reliance expenditures (Buy armie from M at 35 bucks to resell to P for 300, but M 

doesn’t want to sell anymore, you pay 50 for different one, damages from loss of profit on flip = 250 in 

addition to 15 direct) 

Limitations on Money Damages!!! (damages must be all 3) 

1.Mitigation(limitation)--avoidability 

• Non breaching party has to take reasonable steps to mitigate the damages 

• Breaching party is not liable for damages the non breaching party could have limited 

2.Foreseeability (typically for special/ consequentional damages) 

Restatement Second of Contracts § 351: Unforeseeability and Related Limitations on Damages 

1. Damages are not recoverable for loss that the party in breach did not have reason to foresee as a 

probable result of the breach when the contract was made. 

2. Loss may be foreseeable as a probable result of a breach because it follows from the breach 

a. in the ordinary course of events, or 

b. as a result of special circumstances, beyond the ordinary course of events, that the party 

in breach had reason to know. 

If it was foreseeable you needed to mitigate  

• Damages are recoverable only to the extent that the breaching party (at the time of the contract) 

could have foreseen the loss its breach ultimately caused (assumes millers had another shaft) 

3.Certainty 

It is the plaintiff’s burden to prove their damages, it doesn’t have to be detailed, but it has to be reasonable 

certainty and done through evidence to suggest the amount is fair (not speculation)--loss profits must be 

done this way 

Nominal Damages: damages that are little and just for the sake of telling the plaintiff they won but not 

what they asked for usually  

No damages for emotional distress (unless severe) or punitive damages 

 

Agreed Remedies: stipulated of liquidated damages  

Can the parties negotiate the terms and negotiate and agree what the remedy will be in the event of 

breach? yes but to some extent 

• The power to bargain over remedial rights is much more limited, much more restrictive 

1.Liquidated damages---  

--The court will not enforce a stipulated damages provision if it operates as a penalty/forfeiture 

• The other approach says let the parties do what they agreed on because one might not have agreed 

to contract if they knew the terms would not be held in ct  

--This is to operate against breach/avoid litigation costs or risks/rational decision-making aka you’ll know 

what you’ll be paying if you want to breach  

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Performance
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/incidental
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
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EXAMPLE: ct will not enforce a 550 punishment for being late if you’d receive only 100 for being on 

time----550 is unreasonable  

--stipulated damage sum must be reasonable in light of presumed loss for the damages that are difficult to 

prove...permit the reasonableness determination to be made at either the time of the contract of at the time 

of the breach  

Restatement Second of Contracts § 356 Liquidated Damages and Penalties 

1. Damages for breach by either party may be liquidated in the agreement but only at an amount 

that is reasonable in the light of the anticipated or actual loss caused by the breach and the 

difficulties of proof of loss. A term fixing unreasonably large liquidated damages is unenforceable 

on grounds of public policy as a penalty. 

2. A term in a bond providing for an amount of money as a penalty for non-occurrence of the 

condition of the bond is unenforceable on grounds of public policy to the extent that the amount 

exceeds the loss caused by such non-occurrence. 

Reliance damages cost avoided – KP 

• Value conferred on the breaching party  

• Benefit conferred on breaching party w the non breaching party's cost  

 

Restatement 373  

(2) where the non beaching party has fully performed, and all that remains is for party in breach to pay 

stipulated amt of money, that restitution is not available  

 

Summation:  

the loss in value measure (expectation) is most generous, on occasion nonbreaching party may choose to 

have their damages to be reliance if they cannot prove expectation damages  

 

Restatement 374: party seeking damages is the one who breached the contract (net benefit rule) 

 

When party cannot show certain or foreseeable alternatives 

Quantum meruit (Restitution damages):  

• Reasonable value of the services 

• Out of pocket cost incurred by the non breaching party in relying on the breach party’s 

performance 

 

ESSAY STRUCTURE IDEAS 

Mutual Assent Question 

Offer?--- 

• One side: probably not and why  

• Other side: probably and why 

Acceptance? 

• One side: no offer can’t accept anything  

• Other side: yes offer therefore yes acceptance…..explain how they accepted? (performance? 

Did they follow requirements stipulated?) 

Court’s ruling  

• What would the court rule under objective theory using the facts given?  

 

https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Contract
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Liquidated+Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Breach
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Liquidated+Damages
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Public+Policy
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/2nd+Semester/LAW+506-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+II/Condition
https://matthewminer.name/law/outlines/1L/1st+Semester/LAW+505-002+%E2%80%93+Contracts+I/Public+Policy


Blue= Restatement 

Yellow= UCC 

Red= topic 

Green= Traditional 

Black= Cases 

Pink= vocab/term 
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K formation question  

ISSUE  

RULES  

(restatement/UCC (sale of tangible good?) 

OFFER  

• There was an offer because….. 

• Objective theory would say so because of the facts….. 

• Defender of the party who is saying it wasn’t an offer (not consideration?—defenses for them) 

ACCEPTANCE 

• Other side, there was an acceptance of the offer (did it how as specified/performance) 

 

IF THERE IS A CONTACT IN PLACE 

• Argue what the breach was breach  

 

DAMAGES 

There are three elements for damages all of which must be satisfied. 

The first is certainty  

1. Damages must be proved with reasonable certainty and cannot be asserted with mere speculation.  

The second is foreseeability  

2. The breaching party must have been able, at the time of the contract formation, reasonably 

foreseen the loss its breach could cause. 

The third is avoidability 

3. The non-breaching party has to take reasonable steps to mitigate the damages. They do not have 

to go beyond reasonable mitigation such as undue risk, burden or subject themselves to 

humiliation to do so. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 


